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· · · the degree to which I can create relationships which facilitatt
the growth of others as separate persons is a measure of the growth
I have achieved in myself. .. .
-CARL R. ROGERS

A man cannot be a true father without being a creator of something,
something that he wants to flourish before him rather than to havt
molded in his image. A true father must be an artist, otherwise ht
becomes a violator of the creative spzrit of man, by trying to mold
a child to be exactly the way he the man is.
-GREGORY ZILBOORG

you see, and if you're not hypersensitive to it, you know, you're
going to lose a good quality of painting. It definitely becomes a
bvmg thmg.
-BEN SHAHN

We ourselves want to be needed. We do not only have needs, we
are also strongly motivated by neededness .... We are restless when
we are not needed, because we feel "unfinished," "incomplete," and
wl" ca11 only get completed in and through these relationships. We
are motivated to search not only for what we lack and need but also
for that for which we are needed, what is wanted from us.
-ANDRAS ANCYAL

The thematic idea, this child of truly creative musicianship, is a
live birth and has individual qualities; and in his treatment, shaping,
and development of it, its progenitor should have regard for tlu
child's nature, and not proceed in an arbitrary fashion. The trut
composer does not behave l1ke a tyrant towards his thematic sub·
stance; but he watches like a provident father for signs suggestiw
of individual development, and lets his creative phantasy be ftr·
tilized and directed by these.
-BRUNO \VALTER

A book takes on its own life in the writing. It has its laws, it becomts
a creature to you after a while. One feels a bit like a master who's
got a fine animal. Very often I'll feel a certain shame for what l'vt
done with a novel. I won't say it's the novel that's bad; I'll say it's
I who was bad. Almost as if the novel did not really belong to mt,
as if it was something raised by me like a child. I know what's
potentially beautiful in my novel, you see. Very often after I'vt
done the novel I realize that that beauty which l recognize in it it
not going to be recognized by the reader. I didn't succeed in bring·
ing it out. It's very odd-it's as though I had let the novel down
owed it a duty which I didn't fulfill.
-NORMAN MAILER

I don't want to sound metaphysical, but there arrives a period during the painting when the painting itself makes certain demandJ,

For only to the extent that man has fulfilled the concrete meaning
of his personal existence will he also have fulfilled himself. ... The
meaning which a being has to fulfill is something beyond himself,
it is never just himself.
-VIKTOR E. FRANKL

1.

Introduction

To care for another person, in the most significant
seme, is to help him grow and actualize himself. Consider,
for example, a father caring for his child. He respects the
child as existing in his own right and as striving to grow.
lie feels needed by the child and helps him grow by responding to his need to grow. Caring is the antithesis of
simply using the other person to satisfy one's own needs.
The meaning of caring I want to suggest is not to be confused with such meanings as wishing well, liking, comforting and maintaining, or simply having an interest in what
happens to another. Also, it is not an isolated feeling or a
momentary relationship, nor is it simply a matter of wanting to care for some person. Caring, as helping another
grow and actualize himself, is a process, a way of relating
to someone that involves development, in the same way
that friendship can only emerge in time through mutual
trust and a deepening and qualitative transformation of
the relationship. Whatever the important differences are
among a parent caring for his child, a teacher caring for
his pupil, a psychotherapist caring for his patient, or a
husband caring for his wife, I would like to show that they
all exhibit a common pattern. But besides caring for people, in this sense, we may care for many other things as
well. \Ve may care, for instance, for our "brain child" (a
philosophical or an artistic idea), an ideal, or a community. And here too, whatever the important differences are
between caring for a person and caring for an idea, I would
like to show that there is a common pattern of helping the
other grow. It is this general pattern of caring that I will
describe and explore.
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In the context of a man's life, caring has a way of ordering his other values and activities around it. \Vhen this
ordering is comprehensive, because of the inclusiveness of
his carings, there is a basic stability in his life; he is "in
place" in the world, instead of being out of place, or merely
drifting or endlessly seeking his place. Through caring for
certain others, by serving them through caring, a man lives
the meaning of his own life. In the sense in which a man
can ever be said to be at home in the world, he is at home
not through dominating, or explaining, or appreciating,
but through caring and being cared (or.
This small book deals with these two related themes: a
generalized description of caring and an account of how
caring can give comprehensive meaning and order to one's
life. The two concepts, "caring" and being "in place,"
provide a fruitful way of thinking about the human condition; and, what is more important, they may help us
understand our own lives better. Much that is important
about man cannot be illuminated by these concepts, but
I believe they he! p us understand something of what is
most important.

I
Caring as Helping
the Other Grow
2.

The Basic Pattern

In caring as helping the other grow, I experience_ what
1 care [or (a person, an ideal, an idea) ~s an extenswn of
myself and at the same time as som~thm~ separate from
me that I respect in its own right. Th1s feelmg_ of th~ other
as part of me is different from the kind of umo~ w1th the
other found in such parasitic relations as morb1d dependence on another person or dogmatically clinging to a belief for in both these cases I am unable to experience the
oth~r as independent in its own right and I_ am unable_ to
respond to it truly. • When I dogmatically clmg t? a be_hef,
I am so attached to it that I am unable to expenence 1t _as
separate from me, and I cannot really examin_e the behef
and find out what it means, let alone determme whether
it is true or false.
The union with the other in caring differs in another
• To bring out the general applicability of caring, I will speak of_caring
for it e'ccpt where it is apparent that I am referring onl) to canng for
a person.
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way from that found in a parasitic relation. Instead of tn
ing to dominate and possess the other, I want it to gro~
in its own right, or, as we sometimes say, "to be itself,
and I feel the other's growth as bound up with my own
sense of well-being. The worth I experience in the other
is something over and above any value it may have for mt
because of its ability to satisfy my own needs. For a carin,
parent, the child is felt to have a worth of his own apa~
from his power to satisfy the parent's needs; for the carinl
musician, the music is felt to have a worth of its own apan
from what it is able to do for him. In other words, I experi
ence what I care for as having worth in its own right.
In caring I experience the other as having potentialitie~
and the need to grow; I experience an idea, for instance,
as seminal, vital, or promising. In addition, I experiencr
the other as needing me in order to grow; consider ho11
we sometimes feel needed by another person or by a came
or an ideal. This does not simply mean that I know, in
some strictly intellectual sense, that the other has need1
that must be satisfied and that I can satisfy those needs.
And I do not experience being needed by the other as a
relationship that gives me power over it and provides me
with something to dominate, but rather as a kind of trust.
It is as if I had been entrusted with the care of the other
in a way that. is the amithesis of possessing and manipulat·
ing it as I please.
To say the artist experiences his "spiritual child" as
having a life of its own, and as striving to grow and need·
ing him in order to grow, does not mean he believes it is
conscious and has feelings. This simply describes how he
experiences the work of art. It is why we speak of respect·
ing the integrity of the artwork. We engage in a similar
personification when we see a house as having a "person.
ality," or experience a house as a home, but it does not
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distort our perception by making for unreasonable expectations. Yet this is not to deny that the work of ~rt could
not grow without the artist's help, or that outside some
human context it would make no sense to speak of an artwork as alive and striving to grow.
In helping the other grow I do not impose my own direction; rather, I allow the direction of the other's growth
to guide what I do, to help determine how I am to ~espond
and what is relevant to such response. I appreetate the
other as independent in its own right with needs that ~re
to be respected: as we sometimes say in the context of mquiry, "\Ve follow the lead of the subject matter."
Direction that come& from the growth of the other
should not be confused with being "other directed," where
this refers to the kind of conformity in which I lose touch
with both myself and the other. Rather, by following .the
rrrowth of the other, I am more responsive to myself, JUSt
~s the musician is more in touch with himself when he is
absorbed in the needs of the music. Any direction that I
may give the other is governed by my respect for its integrity and is intended to further its growt~, ~nd I show that
respect by the interest I take in determmm? whet.her my
actions do in fact further growth and by bemg guided by
what I find.
Devotion is essential to caring, just as It IS an integral
part of friendship. I commit myself to the other and to a
largely unforeseeable future. De,·otion is not an ele~ent
that may or may not be present, as if I might be said to
care and also to be devoted. \Vhen devotion breaks down,
caring breaks down. Again, devotion does not simply
measure the extent of my caring, but it is through devotion that caring [or this other acquires substance and its
own particular character; caring develops in the pro~ess ~£
oyercoming obstacles and difficulties. My devotiOn IS

6
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grounded in the worth I experience in the other. Such
~evotion expresses my entire person rather than simply the
I~tellectual or emotional part of me. Viewed at a particular
time, devotion is shown by my being "there" for the other
in a way that is the converse of holding back and ambivalence. Viewed over an extended period, it is shown b)
my consistency, which expresses itself in persistence under
unfavorable conditions, and in my willingness to overcome
difficulties. This consistency is liberating and is an expres.
sion of my will, unlike the rigid consistency of compulsive
behavior which enslaves me and makes me feel driven and
imposed on by something outside myself.
Obligations that derive from devotion are a constituent
element in caring, and I do not experience them as forced
on me or as necessary evils; there is a convergence between
what I feel I am supposed to do and what I want to do.
The father who goes for the doctor in the middle of the
night for his sick child does not experience this as a burden; he is simply caring for the child. Similarly, in working
out a philosophical concept the need to reflect on it again
and again from similar and dissimilar points of view is not
a burden forced on me; I am simply caring for the idea.
This, then, is the basic pattern of caring, understood as
helping the other grow: I experience the other as an extension of myself and also as independent and with the need
to grow; I experience the other's development as bound
up with my own sense of well-being; and I feel needed by
it for that growing. I respond affirmatively and with devotion to the other's need, guided by the direction of its
growth. This pattern will be subsequently clarified and
developed by describing its major ingredients and certain
illuminating aspects. To bring out the generality of the
pattern, I often speak · of caring for the other, but in any
actual instance of caring it is always someone or something
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specific that is cared for: the writer cares for this id_ea, the
parent cares [or this child, the citizen cares for thls community.

3· The Growth of a Person and the Growth of an Idea
Although it is not my purpose to exami~e speci~call_y
the nature of growth and actualization, smce canng 1s
understood as helping the other grow, some brief rema_rks
about the growth of a person and the growth of a ~hllo
sophical idea like "caring" will be helpful for our disc_ussion. The remarks about the growth of a person wh1ch
follow are rather general; on a more concrete level there
would be differences depending on whether we referred
specifically to the growth of a child to maturity, the growth
of an immature adult to maturity, or the growth of a
mature adult.
To help another person grow is at least t~ help him t~
care for something or someone apart from himself, and It
involves encouraging and assisting him to find and. cr:eate
areas of his own in which he is able to care. Also, It Is to
help that other person to come to care for himself, and by
becoming responsive to his own need to care to ~come
responsible for his own life. Growing i_ncl~des learnmg to
the degree that one is able, where learnmg 1s to be thought
of primarily as the re-creation of one's own person through
the integration of new experiences and ideas,. rather than
as the mere addition of information and techmque. I grow
by becoming more self-determining, by cho~sing ~y own
values and ideals grounded in my own expenence, mstead
of either simply conforming to the prevailing values or
compulsively rejecting them. I am better abl~ to make my
own decisions and more willing to be responsible for them,
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and I can discipline and limit myself in order to seek out
and a~hieve what js important to me. A man grows b-.
becommg more honest with himself and more aware of the
social a~d natur~l orde~ ~f which he is a part; in coming
to see himself with a mmimum of illusion, he also come~
to appreciate better the objective structure of means and
ends.
I h_elp a philosophical idea like "caring" grow by disco~en_ng ~nd ~xploring its essential traits. Its scope of ap-

pltcatwn IS widened and clarified, and various activities,
se~mi_ngly disparate (for example, child rearing, teaching,
pamtmg, psychotherapy), turn out to be related as the1
a~e shown to. provide t~e opportunity for caring. Along
wt~h grow~h m generality, there is also growth in speci
fi_ct_t~: the Ideas help us to understand better particular activtttes, for ~xample, to realize new and interesting things
~bout teachmg and art making. The concept of "caring'
Is developed by disclosing its relationships to other sigmfican~ concepts like "trust," "honesty," and "humilit},"
and It _also grows through coming to terms with seeming
exce_ptions. From a loose stringing together of ideas, a tight
fabnc emerges; ideas intertwine and tend to reinforce each
ot~er,_ makin?. for a mutual deepening of meaning and a
gam m preCisiOn. With the growth of an idea comes a
deepe~ understanding of what its basic assumptions are,
what It can and cannot do, and a clear sense of what is
relevant and irrelevant for its further development. I help
a concept like "caring" grow not only by discoverina
and
0
~e~cribi~g its essential ingredients, but also by considering
It m a Wider context and seeing how it functions and could
function within a man's life viewed as a whole.

II
Major Ingredients of Caring
4· Knowing
We sometimes speak as if caring did not require knowledge, as if caring for someone, for example, were simply
a matter of good intentions or warm regard. But in order
to care I must understand the other's needs and I must be
able to respond properly to them, and clearly good intentions do not guarantee this. To care for someone, I must
kt1ow many things. I must know, for example, who the
other ·is, what his powers and limitations are, what his
needs are, and what is conducive to his growth; I must
know how to respond to his needs, and what my own
powers and limitations are. Such knowledge is both general and specific. The composer, for example, does not
simply know about music in general, nor does he simply
know about a specific musical idea; in order to care he
must have both sorts of knowledge. General and specific
knowledge go hand in hand: the composer, for instance,
uses his general knowledge of composing to care for a
particular piece of music, and by caring for that piece of
music he learns more about composing in general.
9
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What we know .in caring, we know in different ways.
~e know some thmgs explicitly and some things implic·
ztly. To know something explicitly is to be able to tell
what we know, to be able to put it into words; by contrast
to know something implicitly is to be unable to articulate
it. \Ve know more about a good friend than we can ver·
balize. Seco~d, ~here is the difference between knowing
that somethmg IS so and knowing how to do something.
A man. may know much about the theory of teaching with·
out bemg able to teach. Third, there is the difference be·
tween. directly ~nd ~ndirectly knowing scmething. By
knowm~ so~ethmg dtrectly, I mean encountering it, ap~rehendmg 1t as existing in its own right; I do not mean
stmply experiencing it. In caring, I know the other directly;
the unio~ I experience with the other goes with my aware·
ness of Its separateness and individuality. The caring
teacher, for example, directly knows his student as an in·
dividual: he experiences him as someone in his own right,
and not as a stereotype or as a means for his own self.
aggra~dizement. By contrast, indirect knowledge refers to
knowmg about something, to having information about it.
I m.ay k~ow something indirectly without actually experi·
encmg It, and I may experience it without knowing it
directly.
Ca~ing, then, includes explicit and implicit knowledge,
knowmg that and knowing how, and direct and indirect
knowledge, ~II related in various ways to helping the other
grow. One Important reason, perhaps, for our failure to
realize how much knowing there is in caring is our habit
sometimes of restricting knowledge arbitrarily to what can
be ve.rbalized. \Ve do not consider implicit knowledge.
know~n~ how, and di:ect knowledge as ways of knowing.
Restnctmg the meanmg of knowledge in this way is as
arbitrary as assuming that only words can be communi.
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cated and restricting the meaning of communication to
what can be put into words.

5· Alternating Rhythms
As a teacher I try to explain some idea to a student, look
to see whether I have succeeded, and if I have not, try

again in some other way. Or as a writer I try to put a
thought into words, read it over to see whether I have
succeeded, and if I have not, try again in some other way.
In both cases I act with certain expectations, undergo or
suffer the results of my actions, and then link up these
two phases and see whether what I expected was in fact
achieved. I cannot care by sheer habit; I must be able to
learn from my past. I see what my actions amount to,
whether I have helped or not, and, in the light of the
results, maintain or modify my behavior so that I can bet·
ter help the other. But "doing" is to be understood broadly
and not only in the active sense, as though I were always
acting on the other. It may involve doing " nothing." In
caring for a person, for instance, there are times when I
do not. inject myself into the situation, I do not take a
stand one way or the other, I do "nothing." And when I
undergo this " inactivity," I see what resulted from it and
may change my behavior accordingly.
Consider a different sort of rhythm that is also important
in caring, the rhythm of moving back and forth between
a narrower and a wider framework. There are times in
caring for a child when I examine an act as a relatively
isolated episode, without relating it carefully to what went
before and what will follow, and other times when I look
at the particular act in its wider connections within a
larger framework and can discern trends, long-term effects,
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and tendencies. It is one thing, for example, to examine
an act of insecurity as a relatively isolated event; it is
another matter to consider it as the expression of a general
pattern of insecurity. Or, in working out an idea, there
are times when I attend to a detail in relative isolation, and
times when I view the detail in connection with other ideas
or with the projected essay or book as a whole. To see the
way a chapter fits into a projected book may change my
idea of what the book is to be, or it may change my idea
of what the chapter ought to be. And clearly, the chapter
we view in relative isolation at one time may, at anothe1
time, itself provide a wider context for examining some
page.

MAJOR INGREDIENTS OF CARING
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other room to live; he enlarges the other's living room,
whereas the impatient man narrows it.
Patience includes tolerance of a certain amount of confusion and floundering. But this tolerance is not adherence
to a rule which says I ought to be tolerant, nor is it a kind
of indifference to the other. Rather, tolerance expresses
my respect for the growth of the other, and my apprec_iation of the "wastefulness" and free play that charactenze
growth.
.
.
The man who cares is patient because he believes m the
growth of the other. But, besides being patient w_ith the
other, I must also be patient with myself. I must g1ve myself a chance to Jearn, to see and to discover both the other
and myself; I must give myself a chance to care.

6. Patience
7· Honesty
Patience is an important ingredient in caring: I enable
the other to grow in its own time and in its own way. (The
growth of a significant idea can no more be forced than
the growth of a flower or a child.) By being patient I give
time and thereby enable the other to find itself in its own
time. The impatient. man, on the other hand, not only does
not give time, but he often takes time away from the other.
If we know that someone is impatient with us, or if we are
impatient with ourselves, even the time that we might
have had is often reduced.
Patience is not waiting passively for something to hap·
pen, but is a kind of participation with the other in which
we give fully of ourselves. And it is misleading to understand patience simply in terms of time, for we give the
other space as well. By patiently listening to the distraught
man, by being present for him, we give him space to think
and feel. Perhaps, instead of speaking of space and time,
it would be truer to say that the patient man gives the

Honesty is present in caring as something po~itive: and
not as a matter of not doing something, not telling hes or
not deliberately deceiving others.
This meaning of honesty may be suggested by the
phrase, "to be honest with oneself," where this inclu?es
actively confronting and being open to oneself. In canng
I am honest in trying to see truly. To care for the other,
I must see the other as it is and not as I would like it to
be or feel it must be. If I am to help the other to grow,
I must respond to its changing needs. If I have to see ~he
other in a certain way, if I can see only what I would h~e
to see I will not be able to see the other as it really 1s.
Idolat~y. for instance, militates against caring, for it makes
it impossible really to respond to this other. Even when ~he
facts are unpleasant, I respect them, for it is only by takmg
them seriously that I can be in touch wit~ ~he other and
care (or it. But besides seeing the other as 1t 1s, I must also
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see myself as I am: I must see what I am doing and whether
what I am doing helps or hinders the growth of the other.
The writer must have the courage to look and see whether
he is more interested in proving himself correct than he
is in examining and developing the idea, or whether he is
more interested in having something published than he is
in developing the idea.
I can be honest and still be mistaken. But I try, and
where I am wrong, I am open to correction and try to learn
from my mistakes. My desire to help the other militates
against my having a stake in maintaining distortion. I am
honest in caring not because of expediency ("Honesty is
the best policy"), as if honesty were only a means to caring,
but because honesty is integral to caring.
Honesty is also present in caring in a different way. I
must be genuine in caring for the other, I must "ring
true." There must not be a significant gap between how
I act and what I really feel, between what I say and what I
feel. To be "present for" the other, so that the other can
be present for me, I must be open to the other. Pretending
to be what I am not interferes with being able to relate to
the other as an individual in its own right; I cannot be
fully present for the other if I am more concerned about
how I appear to other people than I am with seeing and
responding to its needs. The parent who must constantly
prove how much he cares gets in the way of caring for his
child.

8. Trust
Caring involves trusting the other to grow in its own
time and in its own way. It appreciates the independent
existence of the other, that the other is other. In caring
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[or another person I trust him to make mistakes and to
Jearn from them. We trust the child now to make those
decisions for himself that are reasonably commensurate
with his experience and his abilities. T.he ~ealization that
"he trusts me" has its own way of acuvatmg the person
cared for to justify such trust and to trust hi~sel£ to. grow.
In working out ideas we show trust in (ollowmg their lead
and allowing organization to emerge from them. \Ve also
show trust in letting them "come home" to ~s so ~hat we
may understand what it is we are doing.. a.n? m ulumately
exposing them to examination .a~d cnticism by others.
Trusting the other is to let go; 1t mcludes an ele.ment of
risk and a leap into the unknown, both of whtch take
courage.
'Ve show lack of trust by trying to dominate and force
the other into a mold, or by requiring guarantees as to
the outcome, or even by "caring" too much. Insofa~ as
schooling or religious instruction is ~rimarily in~octrma
tion without allowing the opportunity to quest10~ and
reflect on what is taught, it is rooted in lack of trust m the
other. The man who fears and avoids the unknown, who
must always be sure how it will all turn out, cannot all~w
the other to grow in its own way. He becomes unresponsiVe
to the needs of the other.
.
The father who "cares" too much and "overprotects" .h•s
child does not trust the child, and whatever he may thmk
he is doing, he is responding more to his own needs th~n
to the needs of the child to grow. He does not see the c~1ld
as having the need to be independent ~nd to be respo~si~Ie
for himself. Morbid dependency by 1ts very nature IS Incompatible with trust, for in such a situation any sign of
independence on the part of the other is experienced as a
threat.
Trust in the other to grow is not indiscriminate ; it is
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grou~~ed in ~ctively promoting and safeguarding those
condawns '~h1ch warrant such trust. The caring teacher
wh~ trusts h1s ~tudents to find their own way in pursuing
then own proJects grounds such trust by providing the
students with assistance, encouragement, and exposure to
relevant and stimulating experiences. But only the man
who trusts himself to grow, who is not trying to force himself to be something he thinks he is supposed to be, will
be able to trust another person to grow.
Bes_ides trusting the other, I must also trust my own
capa~lty to car_e: I must have confidence in my judgments
and m my ab1l1ty to learn from mistakes; I must, as we
say, trust my instincts. The philosophical writer must trust
his feelings for importance and relevance, for determinina
when ideas ring true and when to leave them out. Th~
teacher _must trust his ability to provide a climate friendly
to learnmg, and to learn from student reactions what works
and what does not. And the parent must trust his judgment
to know when firmness is required, and to know when
see~ingly isolated instances really point to more lasting
habit patterns. Continuing preoccupation with whether
~y actions are correct indicates lack of trust in myself and,
m focusing attention on myself, makes for further indifference to the needs of the other.

g. Humility
J:Ium!lity is present in caring in several ways. First, since
1s responsive to the growth of this other, caring
mvolves continuous learning about the other: there is
always something more to learn. The man who cares is
genuinely humble in being ready and willing to learn
~anng
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more about the other and himself, and what caring in\Olves. This includes learning from the one cared for as
well: the teacher learns from the student; the parent learns
from the child; and the artist learns from the work of art.
~o source is felt to be beneath me in principle; I am not
humiliated to learn from any source, including my own
mi!)takes. An attitude of not having anything further to
learn is incompatible with caring. The father who already
"knows" his child completely, the "patriot" who feels he
can learn nothing about his country from other people,
do not care. Also, there is a sense in which the man who
cares basically begins anew regardless of how extensive his
previous experience has been, for the problem is always
one of appropriateness to this novel situation, and this
situation is, generally speaking, not simply a repetition of
the past requiring only a mechanical application of principles.
Humility is also present in realizing that my particular
caring is not in any way privileged. What is ultimately
significa nt is not whether my caring is more important
than your caring, but that a man be able to care and have
something to care for. The preoccupation with whose carina is worth more takes me away from caring. I become
m~rc concerned about myself and the fact that it is I who
do the caring than I am about the growth of the other.
In addition, caring itself expresses a broader meaning
of humility as the overcoming of an attitude that sees
others as existing simply to satisfy my own needs, and treats
others as if they were merely obstacles to overcome or clay
for me to mold as I please. It includes overcoming the
arrogance that exaggerates m y own powers at the expense
of the powers o£ others, and blinds me to the extent of ~y
dependence, in anything I accomplish, on the cooperation
of various conditions over which I have little or no control.
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Humility also means overcoming pretentiousness: I am
able to present myself as I am without self-display and
concealment, without posing and indirection. And since
I do not pretend to be what I am not, I am not humiliated
by having others see me truly: in being open there is noth.
ing for others to see through. Caring expresses this broader
meaning of humility because it recognizes that others have
an integrity of their own.
'!'hrough caring I come to a truer appreciation of my limi·
tatwns as well as my powers; my limitations are neither
resented nor glorified, and I can take pride in the successful use of my powers. Consider, for example, the mother's
~ride in realizing how she has helped her child grow in
~ndependence and responsibility, or the philosopher's pride
~n the.thoroughness with which he has worked out a signif.
1cant Idea. Such pride is very different from vanity, and
does not include vindictive triumph over another person
-there is nothing arrogant about it. Instead of dividing
me from others, it opens me more to the world and puts
me more in touch with myself and others. Pride in a job
well done is not pretentious, it does not distort; rather it
goes with an honest awareness of what I have done and the
extent of my dependence on the cooperation of others and
on various conditions. There is nothing incompatible be·
tween pride, in this sense, and humility.

10.

Hope

There is hope that the other will grow through my car·
ing which is more general than hope as a specific expectation; it is akin, in some ways, to the hope that accompanies
the coming of spring. It is not to be confused with wishful
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thinking and unfounded expectations. Such hope is not
an expression of the insufficiency of the present in comparison with the sufficiency of a hoped-for future; it is rather
an expression of the plenitude of the present, a present
alive with a sense of the possible. For example, in caring
for a child I am stirred by the possibilities to be realized,
and this is bound up with my hope for the growth of the
child through m y caring. By contrast, where there is no
possibility of new growth, there is despair.
Hope's reference to the future in caring enlarges the
significance of the present; it does not subordinate the
present to something lying beyond it and turn. it i?to a
mere means. The father who is unable to trust hiS chtld as
someone in his own right may have great "hopes" for the
child, but they have little to do with the awareness of this
child now. Such hopes actually impoverish the present by
making it largely a postponement for a "more real" future
when the child will really "amount" to something.
Hope, as an expression of a present alive wit~ .possibilities, rallies energies and activates our powers; 1t IS not
a passive waiting for something to happen from outside.
But it is not simply hope for the other, it is hope for the
realization of the other through my caring; and therefore
an important aspect of hope is courage. Such courage is
found in standing by the other in trying circumstances,
and in takinu
risks that 0o-o beyond safety and security. If. I
0
did not believe that I would stand up for the other m
difficult circumstances, my hope for the growth of the other
through my caring would be necessarily undermined. But
not only does courage make hope possible, i.t is ~qually
true that hope makes for courage; for hope 1mphes that
there is or could be something worthy of commitment.
Lack of hope, on the other hand, eats away any sense of
worthiness, and therefore anything for which I would want
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to take a stand. Put differently, despair militates against
courage, it drains it of vitality.

11.

Courage

Courage is also present in going into the unknown. By
following the lead of the subject matter or the direction of
the growing child, I have no guarantee where it will all
end or in what unfamiliar situations I will find myself. The
security of familiar landmarks is gone and I cannot anticipate fully who or what the other will become or who I will
become. This is the courage of the artist who leaves the
fashions of the day to go his own way, and in so doing
comes to find himself and be himself. Such courage is not
blind: it is informed by insight from past experiences, and
it is open and sensitive to the present. Trust in the other
to grow and in my own ability to care gives me courage to
go into the unknown, but it is also true that without the
courage to go into the unknown such trust would be impossible. And clearly, the greater the sense of going into the
unknown, the more courage is called for in caring.

III
Some Illuminating Aspects
of Caring
12.

Self-Actualization Through Caring

In caring, the other is primary; the growth of the other
is the center of my attention. The teacher's interest is
focused on the student rather than on himself. To make
himself the center of his attention would get in the way of
his caring for the student. Only by focusing on the other
am I able to be responsive to its need to grow.
There is a selflessness in caring that is very different from
the loss of sell in panic or through certain kinds of conformity. It is like the selflessness that goes with being absorbed in something I find genuinely interestjng, that goes
with being "more myself." Such selflessness includes heightened awareness, greater responsiveness to both the other
and myself, and the fuller use of my distinctive powers.
In caring for the other, in helping it grow, I actuali1e
myself. The writer grows in caring for his ideas; the teacher
grows in caring for his students; the parent grows in caring for his child. Or, put differently, by using powers like
trust, understanding, courage, responsibility, devotion, and
honesty I grow also; and I am able to bring such powers
21
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into play because my interest is focused on the other.
Besides the other's need for me if it is to grow, I need
the other to care for if I am to be myself. The teacher needs
his student, just as the student needs the teacher. The
philosopher needs his seminal idea, just as the idea "needs"
the philosopher. But to say I need the other if I am to be
myself does not mean I experience the other as a means, as
existing simply to satisfy my own needs. I do not try to
help. the other grow in order to actualize myself, but by
helfJtng the other grow I do actualize myself. My depend~nce_on.the other is bound up with respecting and furthermg tts Integrity, which is very different from a parasitic
relation in which I want to possess the other and am unable
to experience it as existing in its own right. And this does
not deny the possibility of conflict between caring for some
other and caring for myself.

They help determine which past meanings and insights are
relevant to the present, and which possibilities are real and
significant for this present.
To speak of the primacy of the process is not to deny the
important role which anticipated goals and general aims
play; they contribute to direction and meaning in the present. Consider, for instance, how the artist's vision of the
completed work or the psychotherapist's views about cure
function in the present. But if the present (the process) is
not taken seriously for its own sake, and is basically subordinated to the future (the product) by being treated either as
a necessary evil or as a mere means to something lying beyond, then caring becomes impossible. The father impatient for his child to grow up and become "something"
that he is not now does not really take the child seriously
and makes caring impossible.
Also, real interest in the outcome expresses itself in the
concern we take now, for the product is an outgrowth of
the process, or, put differently, the process is the product
in the making. In other words, the test of the genuineness
of my concern for the future (a present that is yet to come)
is the care I take with what is present now. The primacy of
the process may be illustrated in another way. We have seen
that caring involves self-actualization for the one who cares.
Thus a writer grows in the course of working out and caring for his ideas and not, presumably, when his book is
finished. After his book is finished and the accompanying
satisfactions are over, the really important question is:
"\Vhat am I to care for now?"
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13. The Primacy of the Process
The process rather than the product is primary in caring,
for it is only in the present that I can attend to the other.
T~e- problem is always how to respond to this person or
th.ts Idea, here and now; we must always work, so to speak,
wtth what we have and from where we are. Control is
possible only in the present. General impatience with the
process and the wish to eliminate it entirely show ignorance of what growth is all about. In caring the present is
not cut off from vital connections with the past and future,
for it is informed by meanings and insights from the past
and enriched by anticipations of the future, such as the
promise of new growth. But at the same time that past and
~uture make us more sensitive to opportunities for growth
m the ~resent, the interests and needs of the present help
determme the general character of this past and future.

14. The Ability to Care and the Ability to Be Cared For

Caring sometimes calls for unusual aptitudes and special
training; besides being able to care in general, I must be
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able to care for this specific other. Caring for a mentally
ill person requires uncommon sensitivity in interpersonal
relations as well as specialized training; caring in perfom1ing the late Beethoven piano sonatas requires deep musical
understanding as well as an accomplished technique.
H I am to care for the other, I must be able to cope with
it; I must be "up to" caring for it. It is not enough merely
to want to care for the other and desire its growth; I must
be able to help it grow. And just as I must be capable of
caring for this other, this other must be capable of being
cared for. The psychotherapist cannot help his patient
grow if the patient does not, at least on some level, really
want to grow. We sometimes say about a person, "He
doesn't give anyone a chance to help him." If a person has
suffered extensive brain damage and is unable to grow in
any meaningful sense, I may comfort him and be interested
in his welfare, but I cannot care for him in the sense of
helping him to grow. Similarly, some ideas lack the capacity to grow, they lack depth; we speak of them as "dead" or
"wooden." They cannot be cared for.

point is not simply that the other must not in fact be replaced, but that in caring, in committing ourselves, we feel
the other to be constant, to be there for us to help. The
other not only must be constant but must be experienced as
constant.

15. The Constancy of the Other

Caring assumes continuity, and is impossible if the other
is continually being replaced. The other must remain constant, for caring is a developmental process. In situations
of great social mobility man becomes rootless, and loyalty
to one's community becomes increasingly difficult. \Ve do
not stay in one place long enough for any sense of loyalty
to develop; powers like devotion and trust do not get a
chance to come into play. Friendship is a relationship in
depth that takes its own time to develop and is not possible
if the other person is continually being replaced. But the

16. Guilt in Caring
In caring I commit myself to the other; I hold myself out
as someone who can be depended on. If there is an acute
break within this relation because of my indifference or
neglect, I feel guilty, as if the other were to say, "\Vhere
were you when I needed you, why did you let me down?"
This guilt results from my sense of having betra}ed the
other, and my conscience calls me back to it. The more important this particular other is to me, the more pronounced
is my guilt.
Like pain, guilt tells me that something is wrong; if it
is felt deeply, understood, and accepted, it provides me with
the opportunity to return to my responsibility for the
other. That return does not necessarily reinstate the relationship as it existed prior to the break; rather, it often
makes for a deeper seriousness and awareness of my trust.
It is like almost losing something through indifference, and
this near-Joss realizing more deeply how precious it actually is to me. I do not resume caring simply to overcome
guilt, but I overcome guilt by renewed caring.
Also, since I identify with the growth of the other, and
experience it as in some sense an extension of myself, my
neglect of it produces at the same time a break in my own
responsiveness to myself. Just as the honorable man betrays
himself in breaking his word to another, guilt in caring is
not simply an expression of my betrayal of the other; it is

by
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also an expression of self-betrayal. Conscience calls me back
both to the other and to mysell. Tirrough overcoming the
break with the other, I overcome the break within myseU.

I care for you if you care for me. And this is true even if I
cease to care for another simply because my caring is not
reciprocated.
If we consider only examples like that of the teacher caring for the student, the psychotherapist for the patient, or
the artist for the particular work of art, it might seem as if
ideally all caring seeks to come to an end. This might suggest that a criterion of success in caring would be that it
becomes unnecessary, that it makes itself dispensable. \Ve
speak of the sLUdent outgrowing the relationship and
"standing on the shoulders" of the teacher, or of the patient
becoming responsible for his own life and no longer needing the ps) chotherapist, or of the work of art being realized
and no longer requiring the artist. But dispensing with
caring is clearly not an aim in every case. Consider the
relationship between parent and child. The parent helps
the child to become able to care for himself without intending thereby to terminate the relationship. Similarly,
we would want a mature friendship, in which each helps
the other grow, to continue indefinitely.

17. Reciprocation
Caring may or may not be reciprocated. Things cannot
respond to me as I respond to them; their " personality"
has largely been given to them by me. A work of art, for
example, obviously cannot care for me in the sense in
which I have been speaking. Although I may feel myself
in good hands while listening to a Bach cantata, to think
of it as caring for me would be to stretch inordinately the
concept of caring. The relationship between a caring parent
and his very young child is another example of caring that
cannot be reciprocated. The child may be affectionate, and
may know moments of concern, but he is unable to care for
his parent. He is unable to experience the parent as existing in his own right; and since the child has no clear sense
of himself and what is important for his own growth, he
also has no clear sense of the parent and what is involved
in his growth. Again, consider the one-sided relationship
that occurs in psychotherapy. The therapist cares for a person who is unable to care, and when the patient is able to
care and could conceivably care for the therapist, the therapeutic relation comes to an end because the patient can
now care for himself and be responsible for his own life.
In a meaningful friendship, caring is mutual, each cares
for the other; caring becomes contagious. My caring for
the other helps activate his caring for me; and similarly
his caring for me helps activate my caring for him, it
"strengthens" me to care for him. But to say that caring in
this case is reciprocated does not imply that it is a trade-

18. Caring as a Matter of Degree Within Limits

Caring is compatible with a certain amount of blundering and lapse in interest and sensitivity to the other's needs.
Recognizing honesty and devotion, for instance, as integral
to caring does not imply that anything less than absolute
honesty or devotion is incompatible with caring. The caring parent, the caring teacher, the caring friend, the caring
writer, all have their bad days as well as their good days;
there are ups and downs in caring. But, although caring
may be considered to be a matter of degree in this sense,
it is a matter of degree, of more or less, better or worse,
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within limits. It is a mistake to view morbid dependency
as a low order of caring, or to view malevolent manipula·
tion as "his way of caring," or to speak of caring "too
much," as if overprotection were a kind of caring. These
lie wholly outside the limits of caring, and to see them as
examples of a low order of caring only blurs what is distinctive and important.
If I do not basically experience the other as someone or
something in its own right, then, whatever else may be
going on, I am not caring. However much the parent provides for the child, if his primary concern is to mold a child
into what he thinks the child ought to be, or if he is more
interested in having the child remain fundamentally dependent on him than in the child's becoming independent and
self-determining, he does not care. In such cases the child,
with good reason, feels basically uncared for because he
realizes he is not perceived as an individual in his own
right. The writer who puts down everything interesting
even though he thereby clouds the main theme and makes
its de\'elopment impossible, whatever else he may be doing,
is not caring for the idea. Again, if I evince little desire or
ability to modify my behavior in the light of what actually
helps and does not help the other to grow, I am not caring.
If caring is to take place, not only are certain actions and
attitudes on my part necessary, but there must also be developmental change in the other as a result of what I do;
I must actually help the other grow. To determine whether
I am caring, I must not only observe what I do, feel, and
intend, but I must also observe whether the other is growing as a result of what I do. This, of course, does not mean
that every action of mine must result directly in its growth,
as if there were a one-to-one relationship, but that my
actions taken as a whole must help its growth. If there is
basically no growth, then, whatever else I may be doing, I
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am not caring. In other words, since my actions should be
guided by the direction of the other's growth and corrected
by what actually goes on, if the other does, in fact, not
grow, then I am not responding to its needs and I am therefore not caring.

SPECIAL FEATURES IN CARING FOR PEOPLE

IV
Special Features
in Caring for People
19. Caring for Other People

I have tried to describe the essential features of caring
considered as helping the other grow. I have not tried to
differentiate among the various "others." I have not explored and clarified the important differences between a
parent caring for his child and a writer caring for his
"brain child," between a painter caring for his painting or
a composer caring for his music and a teacher caring for his
student or a psychotherapist caring for his patient. Now,
however, I shall consider caring for people specifically:
first, caring for people other than myself, and second, caring for myself.
To care for another person, I must be able to understand
him and his world as if I were inside it. I must be able to
see, as it were, with his eyes what his world is like to him
and how he sees himself. Instead of merely looking at him
in a detached way from outside, as if he were a specimen,
I must be able to be with him in his world, "going" into his
world in order to sense from "inside" what life is like for
him, what he is striving to be, and what he requires to grow.
!JO
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But only because I understand and respond to my own
needs to grow can I understand his striving to grow; I can
understand in another only what I can understand in my·
self.
In being with the other, I do not lose m)self. I retain my
own identity and am aware of my own reactions to him and
his world. Seeing his world as it appears to him does not
mean having his reactions to it, and thus I am able to help
him in his world: something he is unable to do for himself.
I do not have to be perplexed, for instance, to realite that
he is perplexed, but because I "feel" his perplexity from
the inside, I may be in a position to help him out of it. Such
understanding is open to scrutiny and checking, and is a
matter of my continuing development through new experiences and information.
In caring, my being with the other person is bound up
with being for him as well: I am for him in his striving to
grow and be himself. I experience him as existing on the
"same level" as I do. I neither condescend to him (look
down on him , place him beneath me) nor idolize him (look
up at him, place him above me). Rather, we exist on a
level of equality. Put more accurately, I am no longer aware
of levels; seeing things in terms of different levels has been,
so to speak, transcended. We are jointly affirmed; neither
one is affirmed at the expense of the other.
What is " being with" like from the point of view of the
one cared for when he realizes he is being cared for? 'W hen
the other is with me, I feel I am not alone, I feel understood, not in some detached way but because I feel he knows
what it is like to be me. I realize that he wants to see me
as I am, not in order to pass judgment on me, but to help
me. I do not have to conceal myself by trying to appear
better than I am; instead, I can open myself up for him,
let him get close to me, and thereby make it easier for him
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to help me. Realizing that he is with me helps me to see
myself and my world more truly, just as someone repeating
my words may give me the opportunity really to listen to
myself and have the meaning of my own words come home
to me more completely.
In the broad sense, "being with" characterizes the process of caring itseU: in caring for another person we can
be said to be basically with him in his world, in contrast
to simply knowing about him from outside. This is clearly
compatible with lapses in our interest and times when we
are out of touch with the other person. In a narrow sense,
"being with" refers to a phase within the rhythm of caring,
a phase of being with the other that is followed by, and may
be contrasted with, a phase of relative detachment in which
we scrutinize and reflect on the experience in order to
clarify our understanding and thus be more responsive to
the other.
In caring for another person I encourage him, I inspire
him to have the courage to be himself. My trust in him encourages him to trust himself and to be worthy of the trust.
Perhaps few things are more encouraging to another than
to realize that his growth evokes admiration, a spontaneous
delight or joy, in the one who cares for him. He experiences my admiration as assuring him that he is not alone
and that I am really for him. His awareness of my delight
in his efforts to grow has a way of recalling him to himself:
I help him realize and appreciate what he has done. It is as
if I said to him, "Look at yourself now, see what you did,
see what you can do." The opposite is responding to the
growth of another with resentment, as if the other had exceeded bounds-"Just who do you think you are!" The
caring mother seeing her child begin to do things for himself hugs him joyfully, and this in turn further encourages
the child, and such spontaneous delight expressed in a
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gesture or an expression of the eyes may often carry conviction in ways that words cannot.
Admiration as spontaneous delight should not be confused with adulation. Admiration brings me closer to the
one cared for; I see him as he is. In hero worship, however,
I relate largely to a figment of my own imaginatio~ a~d a~
basically out of touch with the other. Also, admtra_uon _•s
not at the expense of yet another whom I necessanly disparage by comparison with the one I praise excessively.
Adulation has nothing to do with caring.
..... If another person is to grow through my caring, he must
trust me, for only then will he open himself to me and let
me reach him. ·without trust in me he will be defensive
and closed. The patient must trust the psychotherapist if
he is to reveal himself to him, and in this way, incidentally,
the patient gives himself the chance to see and understand
himself as well. The student must trust the teacher if he is
to show his weaknesses and not fear being "found out," and
thereby give the teacher a better idea of where. to begin
and what has to be done. The child must trust his parents
if he is to get the help he needs. Whether I_ tr~tst _the one
who cares for me depends in large part on his nngmg true
for me, and on my experiences of being actually cared for
by him. On the other hand, although in ~y c~ring for
another person I trust him to grow and actualize himself (to
become other than he now is), he trusts me because of what
I am now, because I am for him and with him in his growth.
In caring for a child I encourage him to make those decisions that are reasonably commensurate with his own
powers and experiences, for one of the ways in ~v.hich he
grows is by developing the ability to make declSlons for
himself and to take responsibility for them. But the
younger the child is, the less experien~e he has to learn
from and the smaller his resources for mdependence, and
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the more I must make important decisions for him and see
that they are carried out, sometimes if only for his physical
safety. My firmness in making such decisions is grounded
in the belief that they will he! p to strengthen rather than
weaken his decision-making powers, and in the end will
further his independence and growth. If possible, I try to
help him realize that my decision was not an arbitrary exercise of authority, by explaining the reason for it and by
actions which show that it was made out of concern for him.
When I care for an adult, on the other hand, I try to
avoid making decisions for him. I help him make his own
decisions by providing information, suggesting alternatives,
and pointing out possible consequences, but all along I realize that they are his decisions to make and not my own. If
I made his decisions for him, I would be condescending to
him and treating him as a child; and by denying his need
to take responsibility for his own life, I would be denying
him as a person.

20.

Caring for Myself

Just as I may be indifferent to myself, use myself as a
thing, or be a stranger to myself, so I may care for myself by
being responsive to my own needs to grow. I become my
own guardian, so to speak, and take responsibility for my
life. Caring for myself is a species of the genus "caring."
Almost all the characteristics of caring- devotion, trust,
patience, humility, honesty, and the primacy of the process
-apply in a straightforward way to caring for myself. However, the union with the other that goes with my awareness
of it as existing in its own right has to be understood somewhat differently, because the other in this case is not
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separate from me. To care for myself, I must be able to experience myself as other (I must be able to see myself from
the inside as I appear from the outside), and at the same
time I must feel at one with myself rather than cut off and
estranged from myself. Also, some of the ideas about caring
become strained and artificial when applied literally to
caring for myself. For instance, " In helping the other to
grow, I grow as well " becomes "In helping myself to grow,
I grow as well"; or "In caring for another, we help him to
care for himself" becomes "In caring for myself, I help
myself to care for myself."
Egocentricity is morbid preoccupation with self and
opaqueness to the needs of others. But there is nothing
egocentric about caring for myself. First, the self-idolatry
and the preoccupation with whether or not others admire
me that are characteristic of egocentricity have nothing to
do with helping myself to grow. In fact, the egocentric person is not fundamentally interested in himself; he avoids
looking honestly at himself because he is essentially indifferent to his own needs to actuali7e himself. The selfcomplacency that often accompanies egocentricity is the
converse of responding to one's own needs to grow.
Second, caring for myself takes into account my need to
care for something or someone outside of myself. I can only
fulfill myself by serving someone or something apart from
myself, and if I am unable to care for anyone or anything
separate from me, I am unable to care for myself.
Only the man who understands and appreciates what it is
to grow, who understands and tries to satisfy his own needs
for growth, can properly understand and appreciate growth
in another; for I relate to other people in the same general
way in which I relate to myself. Although caring for
another person assumes that I care for myself (if I am un-
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able to care for myself, I am unable to care for another
person), the connection between caring for some other
thing and caring for myself does not seem to be so close.
The writer or the artist, it would seem, may care for his
work without necessarily being able to care for himself.

v
How Caring May Order
and Give Meaning to Life
21.

Caring Orders Other Values Around Itself

Up to this point, the pattern of caring has been examined without considering its place within the larger context of a man's life. I would now like to examine the role
of caring in a man's life, and the nature of a life that has
been integrated through inclusive caring.
Caring has a way of ordering activities and values around
itself; it becomes primary and other activities and values
come to be secondary. When a man who has been unable
to care or had no one or nothing to care for comes to care
for some other, many matters previously felt to be important fade in significance, and those related to caring take
on new importance. For example, if my work now gives
me the opportunity to care, matters of status--whether I
compare favorably with others--which previously seemed
very important, beCome insignificant. As a caring parent,
I recognize the importance of factors in my community
having to do with the welfare and growth of children
which I did not notice before.
~7
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As far as I am able, I promote and safeguard conditions
that make my caring possible, I exclude what is incompati·
ble with my caring and its conditions, and I subordinate
what is merely irrelevant. Such ordering is not felt as an
Imposition from outside which denies me and closes me
to life; rather, it is unforced and, like a natural unfolding,
emerges from within life. It is liberating in that it opens
me up more fully to life and brings me more in touch with
myself and others, just as organizing my time around what
I find genuinely interesting helps me to live more significantly.
People who care value caring by other people and tend
to encourage and further it in others. The caring person
is drawn toward other caring people, just as the interesting
person (the man genuinely interested in something) is
attracted toward other interesting people. If my carings
are inclusive enough, they involve me deeply and fruitfully order all areas of my life. Caring then provides a
center around which my activities and experiences are integrated. This results in a harmonizing of the self with the
world that is deep-seated and enduring. Such harmony contrasts not only with a fragmented self in a world of unrelated experiences, but also with a self and a world upon
which order has been artificially imposed. It differs from
a life without inclusive commitments and from a life with
inclusive commitments of a kind which in the end alienate
one from oneself. This deep-seated harmony of self with
the world is distinct from passively accommodating ourselves to the world or from trying to subject the world to
our will.
Such inclusive ordering requires givi~ up certain things
and activities, and may thus be said to include an element
of submission. But this submission, like the voluntary
submission of the craftsman to his discipline and the re-
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quirements of his materials, is basically liberating and
affirming. It is like being liberated as the result of accepting some truth I have long tried to avoid; there is acceptance rather than resignation with lingering resentment,
and in the end I come to realize that I would not have it
otherwise. This submission entails giving up pretensions
and coming to accept myself as I am; I come to see the
conditions of life as they are instead of as I wish them to
be. It is very different from rejecting or excluding previous
ways of living by " turning over a new leaf" or "wiping the
slate clean"; for instead of becoming estranged from my
past because I am unable to recognize myself in it, my past,
the self I have been, is now enlarged and enjoys a more
expansive life.

22.

Caring Enables Me to Be "In-Place" in the World

We are "in place"* in the world through having our
lives ordered by inclusive caring. This is in contrast with
being "out of place," trying to escape from the "wrong
place," seeking one's "place," and indifference and insensitivity to "place." It is not as though a pre-existent place
were waiting for us; we are not in place as coins are in a
box, but rather we both find and make our place in the
same way in which the person who "finds" himself must
have helped to "create" himself as well. Nor is being inplace merely some sort of reconciliation, as if we had returned to a place from which we had once been estranged.
Something fundamentally new has occurred in our lives,
like the change that occurs in a man's life when he comes
to take full responsibility for it.
• "In place"' will be used as a technical tenn and play an important
part in what follows. To make it readily distinguishable from nontechnical
uses of the term. it will be hyphenated.
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My feeling of being in-place is not entirely subjective,
and it is not merely a feeling, for it expresses my actual
involvements with others in the world. Place is not something I have, as if it were a possession. Rather I am in-place
because of the way I relate to others. And place must be
continually renewed and reaffirmed; it is not assured once
and for all, for it is our response to the need of others to
grow which gives us place. Again, place should not be
hypostatized; it is not a thing or a fixed state. We may
think of ourselves as restless, in some deep-seated sense,
until we find our unique place, and of being in-place as
coming to rest, but this rest is dynamic rather than static.
In-place is as much temporal as spatial, just as the present is as much spatial as temporal. Whatever else the colloquialism "He is nowhere" is supposed to mean, it does
equate a person's not having a place with some basic lack
in him and in his mode of living. Although for some
people being in-place may be bound up with a specific
location in space and time, like, for example, the artist
who can only work where there are large open spaces, or
the writer who cannot write away from his native soil and
his native tongue, and although it necessarily presupposes
some location, it is clearly not, simply or primarily, a matter of geography. Neither does being in-place imply general social acceptance. It may well result in being out of
place in one's own community, just as the creative artist
may be out of step with the fashions of his day. And, it
has nothing to do with "knowing your proper place,"
where this assumes invidious class distinctions in a highly
stratified society. Sometimes "knowing your proper place"
may prevent you from ever being in-place.
Another rather common meaning of "place," which has
nothing to do with caring and is not to oe confused with
being in-place, is bound up with self-aggrandizement; it
means to be "in" in comparison with those people who are
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"out." Being in place, in this sense, requires that I experience other people as out of place and that I perceive them
to be of less worth than myself. By contrast, my being inplace does not depend on my excluding others from being
in-place; I have no need to compare and rank myself above
others who are out of place. \Ve may, of course, prevent
another person from being in-place by interfering with the
conditions necessary for his caring, but it is possible, in
principle, for everyone to be in-place, for everyone to live
a life significantly grounded in caring.
If caring is to be inclusive enough to enable me to be
in-place, it must be rooted in my distinctive powers. It
must not involve me in a peripheral way only; I must be
able to make use of my particular gifts. Unless my distinctive powers are sufficiently called into play, my caring cannot significantly order my life; I am not fully engaged
and I feel somewhat denied. A particular caring may have
some importance for me and still not involve me enough
to become central to my life. \Ve cannot force a particular
caring to be more inclusive than it is, just as we cannot
force ourselves to wonder or to be genuinely interested in
something. Whether some caring can become sufficiently
inclusive will in the end be known only by living it, and
by seeing whether, together with other carings, it can fruitfully order and integrate my life.
Beyond that, for caring to be sufficiently inclusive, a
man must care for himself, because the man who is unresponsive to his own needs to grow can never be in-place.
And, as we h;l\:e seen, caring for myself means at the
least to he responsiw to my fundamental need to care for
others apart from myself.
Further, my carings must be compatible, in some kind
of harmony with one another, if they are to be inclusive
enough to enable me to be in-place. My life cannot be
harmoniously ordered if, for example, there is a basic in-
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compatibility between caring in my work and caring for
my family, or between caring for myself and caring for
some particular other person. Harmony can tolerate occasional conflicts in priority; there will be times when this
caring rather than that comes first. But such conflicts are
evened out and resolved over the long run, just as every
significant friendship and every happy family resolves similar conflicts in due course. How many carings are required
to order our lives fruitfully is, of course, an individual
matter, but the numb~r is always small, for we cannot
really be devoted to many things at the same time. We
may have many acquaintances, but we deceive ourselves
if we think it is possible to have many friends; at the very
least, there is simply not enough time.

23. Caring for My "Appropriate" Others

To simplify matters, I will call those I care for inclusively enough to enable me to be in-place, "appropriate
others." The word "appropriate" is not, of course, the
important thing; "fulfilling" might have been used instead. My appropriate others complement me, they enable
me to be complete, somewhat as playing music enables the
musician to be himself. We sometimes say, "I was incomplete until I found interesting work," or "Until I met you,
I felt incomplete," or "I finally felt complete when I had
my own family." This sense of completeness does not mean
the end of growth, as if one were now somehow finished ;
rather, it goes with being in the best position for further
growth.
The relationship between my appropriate others and
myself is not external, like that of a chair and a table.
Instead, I experience them as an extension of myself and
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I identify with their growth. But neither is the relationship parasitic; they are part of me in a way that affirms
us both. And although in all cases of caring I experience
the other as, in a sense, part of me, the experience is much
more pronounced when the other is an appropriate other
and is felt to complete me. Indifference to such an other
turns out to be indifference to myself also, and in time
results in loss of place. To be in-place then is living that
is centered and integrated by my caring for my appropriate
others, one of whom, to repeat, must always be myself.
My appropriate others, speaking now simply of those
separate from me, are not ready-made and waiting for me.
They must have developed in relation to me to the point
where, in conjunction with other carings, they have become a center around which my life can be significantly
ordered. And in helping them grow to this point I myself
am transformed: in finding and developing my appropriate
others I find and create m yself. In much the same way
ideals can become active and important in my life rather
than merely professed. I do not find them ready-made;
they have to be developed and clarified through my acting
on them; they must be made actual, extended, and safeguarded. I must, as it were, become the ideals in order
fully to actualize them; and by making them part of
myself, I too am transformed. Just as the other must grow
until it becomes central to my life, so I must grow until I
can have such inclusive others. I must become, for example, the kind of person who can significantly devote himself
to something for its own sake.
Consider the mutual development of the other and myself where a "brain child," say, a seminal philosophical
idea, has become an appropriate other. Through my efforts
it has grown from something amorphous and peripheral
to something more definite and central to my life. I have
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made it my own, not in the sense that I own or possess it,
since I experience it as existing in its own right, but
because I have assimilated it and committed m}sel£ to it.
I have been transformed in the course of helping it grow
to that point of profound involvement with me where it
helps to order my life fruitfully. Or consider the mutual
development of the other and myself where a friend has
become an appropriate other. Together with the changes
that have taken place in him and in my relations to him,
I have grown significantly as well. At the very least, by
coming to experience the world through his eyes as well
as my own, my self has been enlarged and my understanding broadened.
Whether a particular other is an appropriate other may
depend on its being seen from a short- or long-term point
of view. From a short-term point of view, a specific book
that a man is writing may be an appropriate other for him,
but from a long-term point of view, the appropriate other
may be, instead, certain ideas or ideals expressed in all his
writings. His caring for a particular book could then also
be understood as a way of caring for them. If appropriate
others were thought of from a short-term point of view
only, it would imply that when a writer finishes one book
and begins another, he necessarily changes his appropriate
other. This would make it impossible to recognize and
appreciate objects of continuing devotion. Interpreted
from a long-term point of view, however, his appropriate
other might well remain basically the same, and this would
be equally true if he stopped writing and began teaching
as a way of caring for his ideas.
I am on call for my appropriate others. This does not
simply mean I am available in the sense of being open and
receptive, but corresponds to the way the person "off duty"
may be reached and called in when he is needed. The man
who cares for his appropriate others aspires to be always
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available to them when they really need him: the caring
parent can be called away from something else to return
to his child; the caring doctor can be reached by his patient; the caring artist is at the call of his work of art.
\\'herever I am, whatever I may be doing, I am subject to
being called in by my appropriate others. In this sense, I
may be said to be always on hand.
\Vhen I care for appropriate others, devotion, trust,
hope, and courage stand out all the more clearly. For the
more essential the other is to me, the more fully evolved
is the pattern of caring, and the more discernible are its
different ingredients.

24. Living the Meaning of My Life

Through finding and helping to develop my appropriate
others, I discover and create the meaning of my life. And
in caring for my appropriate others, in being in-place, I
live the meaning of my life. This meaning is not felt to be
external to my life and tacked onto it; there are a rightness
and necessity about it that are rooted in my being: the
meaning is acknowledged to be my own. I realize the point
of my life: what specifically requires me, what it is I am
to serve. The specific need certain others have for me, if
they are to grow, makes it possible for me to live the meaning of my life. Correspondingly, unless I discover what
basically requires me, it is not possible for me to find this
meaning.
No one else can give me the meaning of my life; it is
something I alone can make. The meaning is not something predetermined which simply unfolds; I help both
to create it and to discover it, and this is a continuing
process, not a once-and-for-all.
To live the meaning of my life is to be in-place by virtue
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of caring for my appropriate others. Clearly, such a life is
not necessarily one of maximum pleasure and comfort. It
may include much hardship and sorrow, and it need not
be the richest cui tural life. But in a distinctive sense it is
my own life, one rooted in my own being and not foreign
to me. No significant gap exists between how I live my life
and who I really am or how I should be living. I do not
feel that I should be somewhere else doing something else;
the way I live is reasonably commensurate with my powers
and limitations. If there is any sense to the question, "What
is the meaning of life?" I alone can answer it for myself
by finding and living the meaning of my own life. To experience meaning in my life because of some purpose, or
to experience meaningful times, or to have other people
view my life as having meaning, does not necessarily imply
that I live the meaning of my life.
I have a calling by virtue of responding to the call of
my appropriate others. This does not mean that these
others have been predetermined for me. It is as if I had
been chosen or "singled out" to care for them; it is my
unique task. But to be thus singled out docs not imply
disparagement of anyone else: I am not chosen at someone
else's expense. Although I experience a greater sense of my
own individuality, and I am set apart in the sense that this
is my task, I am not cut off from my fellows; if anything,
I am closer to them because I can more easily understand
and appreciate how they can be singled out for their
unique task. And being chosen in this sense does not mean
that I passively receive what happens to me from outside.
By finding and helping to develop my appropriate others,
I have taken a hand, so to speak, in singling myself out.
'Vhen we speak of "having direction" in our lives, we
mean roughly that something (an aim, a goal, an interest,
a person, an ideal) attracts us enough to move us to action

on its behalf and is inclusive enough so that focusing upon
it coordinates our activities and provides our lives with a
measure of continuity. But this kind of direction may
be found in ways of living that are very different in content and worth. It may accompany self-understanding and
taking responsibility for one's own life; and it may also
accompany lack of self-understanding and avoiding or abdicating such responsibility, like the direction that comes
from blind adherence to a dictator. Simply having direction does not imply that I live the meaning of my life.
Since I live the meaning o( my life by caring for my
appropriate others, I could live differently, I could have
different appropriate others (with the exception of myself,
of course), and still live the meaning of my life. But to
what extent I could have significantly different appropriate
others depends on my particular powers and limitations,
the general situation I find myself in, and the resources
a\ailable to me. For some, particularly in the area of work,
the possible others that a man could inclusi,el) care (or
may be very limited, and if certain areas are denied him,
it may be impossible for him to find and live the meaning
of his life.
Above all, it would be a mistake to think that living the
meaning of my life is primary if this suggests something
over and above caring for my appropriate others. In that
case caring would be viewed as a means for achieving
something felt to be more important. But I do not care
in order to live the meaning of my life. Instead, living a
life centered around caring for my appropriate others is
living the meaning of my life. And it is only because the
others I care for are primary for me that I am able to live
the meaning of my life.
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VI
Major Characteristics of
a Life Ordered Through Caring
25. Basic Certainty
There is a stability in being in-place that is enduring
and is connected with one's way of living in general; it is
not something temporary or related only to this or that specific situation. I am steadied and centered in my living, and
the discordant experiences of day-to-day living, experienced
against a settled background, are more easily assimilated.
Such general stability can withstand much stress and, like
devotion, is strengthened by overcoming difficulties. It resembles the grounding and firmness that result from having a unifying purpose or aim, or from overcoming the
need to pretend to be something we are not, or from having a good sense of our own worth. This stability is the
antithesis of the deep-seated uncertainty as to who we are
and what we are about that goes with ambivalence and
drift, and it differs radically from the certainty of the
fanatic, which exists against a background of fundamental
uncertainty. It is as if we have come to sleep on the floor
and therefore no longer fear falling out of bed.
To speak of this stability as basic certainty has nothing
to do with claims of possessing the truth or certain knowl48
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edge. Nor is it to be confused with the feeling of certainty
that comes from clinging to some authority or belief. Basic
certainty is more like being rooted in the world than like
clinging to a rock. Thanks to it we are open and accessible,
whereas clinging closes us to experience and makes it impossible for us to be sure about whom or what we cling
to. And basic certainty has nothing to do with the certainty
we try to gain by avoiding confronting and being honest
with ourselves, in the way we sometimes tend to disregard
negative evidence in matters in which we have some significant personal stake.
Basic certainty requires outgrowing the need to feel
certain, to have absolute guarantees as to what is or will
be. Instead, if we think of basic certainty as including deepseated security, it also includes being vulnerable and giving
up the preoccupation with trying to be secure.
.
The stability of a life centered in caring is a continumg
matter, not something static and acquired once and for all.
And basic certainty does not exist inside a man as a stoical
resolve to remain unperturbed in a perilous world. In fact,
because it concerns the particular way a man is related to
others, it is only in a derivative and abstract sense that we
can attribute it to any individual. I am sustained and
supported by entering more significantly into li~e; if li~ing
the meaning of my life is interfered with, baste certamty
is interfered with.
The experience of belonging that stems from being
needed by my appropriate others helps ground me ; it is
an ingredient of basic certainty. I belong because my appropri ate others need me, because I have been entrusted,
as it were, with the being of these others. The man who
is not needed by someone or something does not belong
and lives like a leaf blown about in the wind. I have a
need to be needed, and the need of others for me goes
hand in hand with my need for them. Belonging, in this
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sense, goes with my own actualization, and is very different
from morbid dependency, in which I lose my own integrity.
The union between inner and outer is another ingredient of basic certainty. When I am in-place, there is a
reasonable convergence between my professed values and
how I actually live, between how I think and how I actually live, between how I see my behavior from inside and
how it looks to others from outside. My living testifies to
what my values are. To the extent that there is significant
division between inner and outer, I am not wholly in my
actions; I am divided within myself, and in the end must
be uncertain who I am and what I am about.
In basic certainty we discover also the clarity that results
from the elimination of much clutter. A simplification
takes place in my life through recreating it around caring.
Much that is incompatible and irrelevant to my caring
is eliminated, and I achieve a fundamental clarity as to
who I am and what I am about. This is the kind of clarity,
for example, that comes with ceasing to be preoccupied
with matters of status and becoming absorbed instead in
matters I find genuinely interesting, or with recognizing
what I really want and what means are required to attain
it, or with overcoming the need to pretend to be what I
am not. With the elimination of clutter, living becomes
less complicated; important connections between events
are more easily seen, and the significance of experiences
more readily comes home to us. There is a greater directness in life, and what is of real importance stands out more
clearly. Without such clarity deep-seated stability is impossible.
Clutter not only interferes with creating new possibilities, but, because it satiates and dulls me, it interferes with
focusing on what is in front of me and seeing the possibilities that already exist. The writer, for instance, is some-

times immobilized by trying to work with too many ideas
at the same time. The ideas get in each other's way, and
it is only when he limits them to what is directly relevant
to the point at hand that there is enough space and time
"between" them so that they reverberate with meaning
and he can see vital connections between them. ·w hile
clutter shrinks my "living room" and interferes with acting
freely, simplification, grounded in responding to what is
basic to me, expands my living room and is liberating.
The resulting economy makes for depth rather than shallowness in Jiving. Space and time seem more spread out,
making possible a greater play of the imagination and the
development of new possibilities. I can see what I am
doing, I can focus more easily on something and develop
my relationship to it. If clutter is thought of as a kind of
interfering noise, like static, there is a certain quieting
that goes with simplification and basic certainty.
Just as in the case of living the meaning of my life, to
assume that achieving basic stability is primary and that
caring is simply a means toward this end is to be fundamentally confused about both. \Vhen we use our others
in this way, we interfere with caring and make basic certainty impossible. It is not that we care in order to achieve
basic certainty, but that a life centered in caring has this
stability. Ultimately, this kind of stability can only come
through forgetting about trying to achieve it and concerning ourselves instead with the others that need us.

26. The Process of Life Is Enough

The process of living is experienced as enough in itself
when I live the meaning of my life. This does not imply
perfection, however we may think of perfection. When we
admit that a friend, a conversation, a musical performance,
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or a book is not perfect but is "good enough," it is not
that we believe improvement impossible, but that improvement would not fundamentally change matters. Life is
felt to be enough in the living, and what I want is simply
the opportunity to live this life.
Clearly, being "good enough" does not imply the maximization of pleasure over pain. Caring is not always agreeable; it is sometimes frustrating and rarely easy. And "good
enough" has nothing to do with stagnation or complacency,
for the process is good enough only because of the creative
way in which I live. Also, to speak of present living as
enough is compatible with the unfinished character of
living; man as growing and creating is always unfinished
and in the making. In fact, in the fullness of living the
meaning of my life, I am more than ever aware of the
unfinished character of living.
Perhaps several examples in which we experience ourselves as fundamentally denied and the process of living
as not enough may help to suggest, by contrast, what it is
like when it is enough. Living is felt not to be enough
when we do not utilize our distinctive powers (when the
writer is prevented from writing and the nurse is prevented
from nursing). At such times we do not experience ourselves as efficacious and we feel outside life, as if life were
passing us by, because we are not significantly engaged in
it. Or we feel this lack when we are constantly hurried and
feel that we need more time in order to make contact with
anything. Then the tempo of life prevents our undergoing
our experiences fully enough to assimilate them. Also, the
process of living is felt not to be enough when we are
basically pretentious and present ourselves as being something we are not; we feel that what we are now is never
quite enough, and we would rather be treated as we think
we will be rather than as we are. And, certainly, present

living is felt not to be enough when we always seek rather
than live the meaning of our life, when we feel there is
something to be reached which constantly eludes us like
the carrot ahead of our nose, and the present is simply a
necessary evil which stands in our way. On the other hand,
present living is enough when I live the meaning of my
life. I do not experience a need to get to life, as if it were
something beyond or outside present living. And when
present living is enough, I experience myself as being
enough.
There is a density about experience when we are inplace that is the antithesis of the sense of impoverishment
characteristic of pervasive boredom, when there is nothing
to explore, and novelty is lacking, and nothing grows. This
density shows itself in the inexhaustible character of caring, for caring is not like a fixed quantity that can be used
up; rather, it is renewed and developed through exercise.
This fullness also shows itself in the growth of our appropriate others through our caring for them. Existence opens
up in depth; it is like inquiring into interesting subject
matter and finding the materials richer instead of leaner
the deeper we go. Intimations of unsounded depths color
our expenence when the process of living is felt to be
enough.

27. Intelligibility and Unfathomability
A pervasive intelligibility comes into my life when I live
the meaning of m y life, but not in the sense in which
scientific explanations or the ability to predict and control
make phenomena intelligible. Nor is it what we feel in
the presence of anything familiar. Instead, it consists in
understanding what is relevant to my life, what it is that
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I live for, who I am and what I am about in actual day-today living, not in the abstract. By contrast, the man who
continually seeks the meaning of his life, who is confused
about what is or would be relevant for his growth and is
therefore unsure who he is, lives in a world that does not
quite make sense. And similar!) the world lacks intelligibility for the man who drifts with no sense of purpose,
or the man whose life has a direction which has been
forced on it and is alien to him. The intelligibility I am
trying to suggest goes with feeling that we belong and are
uniquely needed by something or someone, in contrast to
the disquiet that comes with not quite fitting in anywhere
and with continued and sometimes desperate attempts to
find our place. It is bound up with my feeling understood
and cared for by myself, and is at the opposite pole to the
unintelligibility I feel when I am out of touch with myself,
am unresponsive to myself and my primary needs, and
am unable to learn significantly from my past.
Such intelligibility is not a once-and-for-all thing, but
is a continuing function that goes with caring for my appropriate others. Thus I play an active part in making my
world intelligible. And it is not simply that I have an
understanding of who I am and what I am about. The
more deeply I understand the central role of caring in my
own life, the more I realize it to be central to the human
condition. My world becomes intelligible for me through
caring and being cared for, or, put differently, as I become
responsible for the growth and actual i7ation of others. In
the sense in which intelligibility means being at home in
the world, we are ultimately at home not through dominating or explaining or appreciating things, but through
caring and being cared for.
Such intelligibility does not diminish or do away with
wonder. It is, instead, conducive to wonder because it
makes me more open to myself and the world. By "won-
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der," I do not mean puzzlement or perplexity, that is,
something to resolve, but something to S.1\0r, like the
"onder in looking up at the stars at night. Sometimes we
may even feel that we truly percei\e an object only to the
extent that we experience it with wonder. Insofar as man
grO\\S and li\es creatively, wonder is naturally present in
his life; but if his growth is seriously blocked, he becomes
closed to life and wonder becomes almost impossible.
Similarly, intelligibility does not do away with the unfathomable character of existence, but rather enables us
to be more aware of it. The unfathomable character of
existence is not a matter of ignorance to be resohed, it is
not something to overcome by knowing more or ha\ ing
some special knowledge. Instead, like wonder, it is something to undergo, to realize, and to appreciate. I am not
simply speaking about the mystery of coming into being
and passing out of being, or the strange sense that I was
not here at the beginning and will not be here at the end.
I am speaking, rather, about the mystery of existence itself,
the mystery and amazement that anything exists at all.
This awareness of uniathomability is not something to
fear and flee from, but to realize deeply. Unlike the experience of the uncanny, it does not separate me from
other people; it brings me closer by making me more
aware that whatever our powers or limitations, whatever
our possessions or lack of possessions, we are all in the
same boat. This is not a leveling down that does away
with differences. On the contrary, it makes for a greater
appreciation of the uniqueness of others and of myself. I
realize more deeply my own insignificance, as if I were a
brief Aame in an endless darkness, and I am also more
aware of my incomparable worth, a preciousness that is
somehow bound up with being a once-and-for-all, never
to be repeated.
As we have said, a simplification in li\ing comes with
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being in-place which makes for growth and meaning rather
than shallowness in living. By eliminating much that is
incompatible and irrelevant to my carings, what is important to me stands out more clearly and I can be more aware
of who I am and what I am about. This elimination of
clutter also enables me to be more readily aware of the
unfathomable character of life, in much the same way that
the elimination of noise and distraction enables me to be
more aware of myself and the stillness surrounding me.
In this sense, one may say that a greater appreciation of
the unfathomable character of existence accompanies the
intelligibility of being in-place.

strong ties; that would imply that attachments and strong
ties necessarily tie me down and enslave me. Again, autonomy does not mean being self-enclosed and "free as a bird."
On the contrary, I am autonomous because of my de\otion
to others and my dependence on them, when dependence
is the kind that liberates both me and my others. Consider,
for instance, how my powers are liberated when a superficial relationship develops into a significant friendship,
or when I fully commit myself to some interesting work.
The teacher cannot be himself without deep commitment
to his students, and the musician cannot be himself without deep commitment to his music. Such commitments to
others are essential if one is to be himself. It is because of
this dependence on certain others that I live the meaning
of my life, that I can "live my own life." Neither is autonomy the absence of others' dependence on me; rather, it
is made possible because I am needed by my appropriate
others. The artist's freedom is grounded in his need for
his work, in his commitment to his work, and in his being
needed by his work. I am autonomous because in helping
my appropriate others to grow I also grow. Autonomy is
not a matter of my own actualization if this be taken as
separate from the actualization of others. Sometimes people
say in despair, "If only I could care for someone or something)" implying they are not free because they do not
feel needed, but would be free if they were, if they had
something to serve.
Autonomy does not mean doing anything I please; in
caring for my appropriate others I do not act arbitrarily.
How and what I do are significantly determined by what
is required of me by my others if they are to grow and be
actualized, and by my own needs to grow. Although my
direction is largely determined by the growth of others,
I experience myself as the initiator of my acts and as re-

28. Autonomy
Autonomy can be significantly equated with living the
meaning of my life, for, within certain broad limits set by
the social and physical conditions under which I live, I
go my own way. This is not true of living a life that is
foreign to me, that is not felt to be my own, in which I
live according to values which are not rooted in my own
experience and are indifferent to my needs to grow and
actualize myself. Of course, "a life of my own" does not
mean that my life is a possession I can use and manipulate
in any way I please, for if I treat myself as a possession, I
become estranged from myself and my life becomes foreign
to me. In order to live "my own life" I must make it my
own through caring and taking responsibility for it, just
as I must act on an ideal and help to actualize it if I am
to make it my own. I am not autonomous to begin with;
autonomy is an achievement like maturity or the growth
of a significant friendship.
Autonomy does not mean being detached and without
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sponsible for my own life, and not simply as acted on and
controlled from outside. Direction emerges within my life,
instead of being something predetermined or forced on me
from outside. Autonomy is the opposite of both arbitrary
behavior (doing simply as I please) and behavior controlled by what is basically foreign to me.
The present is liberating when I am in-place; it is fertile
and things grow. It contains things that I cherish and am
devoted to. Past and future, instead of being fixed and laid
out for me, have an unknown and promising dimension.
My awareness of the present is deepened by reflecting on
the past, on what was and what could have been, and reflecting on the future opens me to rich possibilities that
move me to act on their behalf. The liberation of my distinctive powers goes hand in hand with a deepening and
widening o( the present. Since I identify with the growth
and well-being of others outside of me, there is an expansion of self.
Consider, by contrast, pervasive boredom as an attitude
toward life in general rather than toward a particular
situation or activity. In pervasive boredom the present is
like a desert in which nothing grows and nothing is precious. I am unable to animate anything or be animated by
others. Reflecting on the past or future only aggravates
and reinforces the emptiness and futility of the present.
Because I am unable to make vital contact with what is
around me, there is a contraction of self. My life lacks
purpose; nothing moves me to devotion on its behalf, or,
put differently, there is nothing that I feel worth serving.
Everything is surface; there is nothing to explore which
might open me to more vital ways of living. Life lacks
promise: whatever happens, whatever I do, life will continue with the same dull monotony. My distinctive powers
are immobilized and I am unfree. But through being in-
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place I am autonomous because I live in a liberating
present.
Autonomy assumes self-understanding; in the end, without such understanding I get in my own way and go around
in circles. In being in-place I understand myself in important ways. First, there is the understanding necessarily
present in my actually caring for myself: understanding
who I am, what I am striving for, what my needs are, and
what is required to satisfy these needs. Clearly, I can never
understand myself once and for all, for self-understanding,
like caring itself, is a continuing matter. And, like caring,
it is a matter of more or less within limits. Second,
there is a more inclusive self-understanding found in being
in-place, which includes knowing what I am to sene, what
is required of me, what complements me. I show such
understanding by living it, by caring for my appropriate
others, and this too is a continuing matter and not achieved
once and for all. Self-understanding in this inclusive sense
is finding and living the meaning of my life.
In being in-place I am both significantly immersed in
life and, at the same time, free of certain ways of living,
widespread in our society, which are hostile to growth.
I am free of experiencing life as a race in which I am
concerned with how I compare with others: whether they
are ahead or behind me; whether I am catching up to
them, maintaining my distance from them, or falling behind them. Since I am not in the race, I am not caught up
in the humiliation and the vindictiveness that are so much
a part of the race. Also, I am Cree of experiencing life as
a mark et fllace in which I see myself and others as commodities to be sold, and try to make myself into the
package that happens to be in demand at a particular time.
I do not experience the impotence that comes with having
my sense of identity depend basically on the opinions of
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others instead of on the use of my own powers. Also, I am
free of the discontinuity and chaos of experiencing life as
a mere succession of disconnected events, each unrelated
to what went before and what is to come. \Vhen life is felt
to be made up of unrelated fragments, there can be no
appreciation of growing and maturing, and of working
out or through something.

The contrast between faith and lack of faith, in this
broader meaning, may be suggested by the difference between the man who takes responsibility for his life and
the man who avoids this responsibility and wants others
to take it over. Faith as a way of being, as a basic trust in
life, goes with confidence in going into the unknown in
the course of realizing ourselves and caring for our others.
It is the antithesis of closing ourselves off through fear of
the unknown; instead of avoiding life, we are more accessible to it. Such faith is, of course, not incompatible
with lack of faith in particular people or particular ideals
based on our experience of them.
Since we speak of faith in the narrow sense as faith in,
perhaps we could speak of faith in the broader sense as
living in faith. Then we could say that when a man cares
for his appropriate others, when certain inclusive others
need him if they are to grow, he is in faith, and, by being
in faith, he is rooted in the world. Such faith comes from
entering more significantly into life. It is like the confidence and security that come only with the fullest use of
our distinctive talents. For the man who is in faith, the
world is intelligible, but it is an intelligibility which goes
with a more acute awareness of the unfathomable character
of existence.
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29. Faith
Faith is present in both a narrow and a broad sense in
being in-place. In a narrow sense, it is an ingredient ~£
living the meaning of my life, as when we speak of having
faith in someone or something. I have faith, for example,
in my powers to care for myself, where such care includes
being responsive to my need to care for others. Or, more
generally, I have faith in my ability to learn from experience and to be attracted by growth and what is life-furthering in experience, as a plant is attracted to sunlight.
Such faith dissipates the fear of possible self-betrayal
through a sick conformity in which, for the approval and
security of the herd, I become indifferent to my own needs
and the needs of others to grow. Faith in myself is neither
blind nor irrational; it is warranted by my experiences of
caring and being cared for, just as my faith in another
person's concern for my growth (that he will not betray
my need to be myself) is warranted by my experience of
his caring for me.
There is also a broader sense in which faith can be
equated with being in-place itself. This is faith as my general orientation: I stand forth in the world and commit
and expose myself. As a man can be said to be in his words
or in his acts, I am in my life.

30. Gratitude

Gratitude is a natural expression of being in-place. I
am grateful for living the meaning of my life (for having
appropriate others that need me and for being able to care
for them) and, more generally, for life itself. I am thanl...ful
for the opportunity and the capacity to give of myself. It
is because I give that I receive, which, of course, does not
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mean that I give in order to receive. I cannot be grateful
for what I believe another was forced to give me, and the
conviction that "it was due me" is equally incompatible
with gratitude. Also, it is not that a claim against life has
been satisfied, that I must be allowed to live the meaning
of my life. If I think of being in-place as something I can
demand of I ife, I cannot feel gratitude.
By realizing that what I receive did not have to be given
me and that it was not something I could demand, I appreciate how profoundly dependent I am on numerous
factors over which I have little or no control. But recognizing such dependence is not debilitating or degrading;
it is, on the contrary, liberating and joyful. I feel close to
what I am dependent on just as the true craftsman feels
affection for his tools and his materials. Instead of grudgingly acknowledging my dependence on others, I feel gladness in realizing my debt to them and the ties that bind
us together; it is like the gladness found in significant
sharing. Such appreciation of dependence goes with independence in living the meaning of my life. Only that man
who "helps" others as a way of manipulating them will
experience receiving help as imprisoning; he cannot take
in because of the fear of being taken in.
Gratitude remains incomplete until I have expressed
my thanks for what I have received. But how do I thank
and whom do I thank? Gratitude for being in-place makes
me experience people and things as more precious, and I
become more responsive to them and their need for me;
gratitude further activates me to care for my appropriate
others. Caring becomes my way of thanking for what I
have received; I thank by caring all the more for my appropriate others and the conditions of their existence. It
is, in some ways, like showing appreciation for a gift by
using it fully. Just as a man may be said to love or revere

life, or to despise life, so I may be said to thank life for
what I have received; or, if nature is understood broadly
as the source of all there is, I may be said to thank nature.
It is as if I am cared for by being in-place, and I want to
reciprocate. But I cannot thank (care for) life in general.
I can only thank life by caring for this or that instance of it.
Man finds himself by finding his place, and he finds his
place by finding appropriate others that need his care and
that he needs to care for. Through caring and being cared
for man experiences himself as part of nature; we are
closest to a person or an idea when we help it grow. There
is a rock-bottom quality about living the meaning of my
life that goes, oddly enough, with greater awareness of
life's inexhaustible depths; it is as if life is ordinary and
"nothing special" when it is most extraordinary. And although we find a deep-seated intelligibility in life, the last
word is with the unfathomable character of existence
which, like a pedal point in a piece of music, pervades and
colors life.

